HB20-1419  State Drug Assistance Program Funding
Esgar, Landgraf and Moreno, Coram

HB20-1422  Food Pantry Assistance Grant Program
Esgar, Cutter and Zenzinger, Story

HB20-1423  Suspend Scheduled State Legislator Salary Increase
Tipper, Neville and (None)

SCR20-001  Repeal Property Tax Assessment Rates
Tate, Hansen and Esgar, Soper

SB20-003  State Parks Improvement Appropriation
Garcia, Hisey and Esgar, Will

SB20-051  License Plate Expiration On Change Of Ownership
Priola and Valdez A.

SB20-055  Incentivize Development Recycling End Markets
Priola, Story and Cutter, Arndt

SB20-170  Update Colorado Employment Security Act
Danielson and Jackson, Duran

SB20-185  The Colorado Imagination Library Program
Bridges, Tate and Tipper, Wilson

SB20-186  Colorado Redistricting Commissions
Fenberg, Holbert and Garnett, Neville

SB20-200  Implementation Of CO Secure Savings Program
Donovan, Pettersen and Kraft-Tharp, Becker

SB20-207  Unemployment Insurance
Hansen, Winter and Gray, Sullivan

SB20-210  Extend UCC Fee For Fraud Investigators Unit
Gonzales and Snyder

SB20-211  Limitations On Extraordinary Collection Actions
Winter, Gonzales and Herod

SB20-214  Suspend 2020 Legislative Interim Committees
Fenberg, Holbert and Garnett, Neville

SB20-219  Lease-purchase Issuance For Capital Construction
Fields, Sonnenberg and Valdez A., Rich

Any bills referred to Appropriations may be heard at this meeting